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Abstract The objectives of increasing French Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) availability while
lengthening the fuel irradiation cycle and reaching higher burnups lead EDF to carry out on site and
hot cell examinations. The data issued from such fuel behaviour monitoring programmes will be used
to ascertain that the design criteria are met. Data are also needed for modelling, development and
validation. The paper deals quickly with the logistics linked to the selection and transport of fuel rods
from NPP to hot cell laboratory. Hot cell PIEs remain a valuable method to obtain data in such fields
as PCI (Pellet-Cladding Interaction), internal pressure, FGR (Fission Gas Release), oxide thickness,
metallurgical aspects. The paper introduces burnup determination methods, inner pressure evaluation,
preparation of samples for further irradiation such as power ramps for PCI and RIA (Reactivity
Initiated Accident) testing. The nuclear microprobe of Perre Sue laboratory is also presented.

1. SUMMARY

The objectives of increasing French Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) availability while
lengthening the fuel irradiation cycle and reaching higher burnups lead EDF to carry out on
site and hot cell examinations. Although there is a trend towards replacing hot cell
examinations by more up-to-date and cheaper on site PIEs, in many ways hot cell PIEs remain
the only available method: they will be used in such fields as PCI (Pellet-Cladding
Interaction), internal pressure, FGR (Fission Gas Release), oxide thickness, metallurgical
aspects. Particular hot cell techniques may also be valuable to prepare further experimental
irradiations. These items will be investigated both for UO2 and MOX fuel. The data issued
from the monitoring programmes will be used to ascertain that the design criteria are met.
Data are also needed for modelling, development and validation.

In France the R&D programmes started with 900 MW(e) plants and are now being extended
to the 1300 MW(e) and 1450 MW(e) plants. Three categories of cooperative programmes
meet the above objectives:

>• R&D programmes, with the aim of determining fuel behaviour under irradiation and the
associated modelling programmes

> Monitoring programmes, with the aim of verifying design compliance of current fuel and
validating new designs

> ' 'Specific programmes'', for detailed investigation in hot cells.

Only a general outline will be given about the operations to be performed to select and
transfer a fuel rod from the NPP to the laboratory; in this purpose related on site servicing on
fuel assemblies includes PIEs on rods and structures, and fuel rod extractions with R&D
objectives.
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On site PIEs are done in the spent fuel pool. These interventions are carried out under water
with a specific chemistry. The spent fuel pool is cooled to about 60°C and servicing tools can
be in contact with fuel assemblies (FAs). Specific Safety rules must apply.

For example, handling FAs and servicing tools must comply with seismic qualification. As
some tools need to be transported from one NPP to another, radiological cleansing must be
done in compliance with exit and admission regulations.

This paper will therefore mainly deal with current hot cell PIEs, new PDEs trends and how
they comply with the objectives of EDF. To sum up, current on site PIEs include oxide
thickness, length and diameter of the rods and structural measurements. On site measurements
allow better sampling. Hot cell PIEs are becoming more and more specific, focusing on the
irradiated pellet and metallurgical characterisation. The main points examined in the rod itself
by destructive testing are internal pressure and FGR.

While examining current hot cell PIE, it appeared necessary to update and develop new non-
destructive or destructive analysis. A comprehensive programme has been carried on by the
French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA), Electricite de France (EDF) and Framatome. The
following techniques have been developed or are under development:

> Gamma spectrometry to measure the burn up of a given fuel rodlet
> Oxide layer measurement on Zircaloy, to develop up-to-date EC methods
> Lithium contents, hydride measurement in Zircaloy and more generally light elements

contents of cladding as well as of pellets
> Internal pressure measurement by destructive or non destructive methods
> Techniques allowing manufacturing, pressurisation and instrumentation of irradiated

rodlets or tubes
> Metrology improvements to monitor mechanical testing.

2. SELECTION, EXTRACTION AND TRANSFER OF IRRADIATED FUEL RODS

Prior to hot cell examination the fuel rods need to be selected at the NPP. For this purpose the
following on site examinations may be of interest:

Measurement of fuel rod diameter, length, fissile stack length on peripheral rods,
- Measurement of oxide thickness using EC technique,

An EDF Service is able to provide the average burnup of every rod of the fuel
assembly at the end of the related cycle.

The rods chosen for hot cell PIE are extracted from the fuel assemblies using the RSA device,
this is a simplified repair device for FAs with removable upper nozzles. RSA is a simple, easy
to use set of tools, designed for the extraction and replacement of fuel rods after removal of
the top nozzle. This process takes place in the fuel building pool. The fresh fuel elevator is
needed to support and to move the FA. During the insertion and extraction process the fuel
assembly is moved up and down while the device holding the fuel rod remains in a fixed
position. The equipment includes a set of tools to control the operations and to inspect the
rods.
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Only three people are needed to operate the RSA equipment in less than 60 hours including
set up, removal and decontamination of the equipment. FRAMATOME has acquired an R&D
experience base of more than 300 fuel rod extractions. Almost all of these rods were taken to
hot cells.
In EDF plants, this tool is either used for cost effective R & D purposes or for repair purposes.
In the R&D field about 250 fuel rods have been extracted. Regarding repairs, the tool allowed
significant additional F/A x Cycles further irradiation. The extracted fuel rods are then placed
in the "guide tubes" of a special structure derived from a F/A skeleton. The structure is
inserted under water in a fuel transfer cask.

The licensing agreement of the fuel cask has to be respected, concerning load type, burnup,
residual activity and heat. The rods are then transported from the NPP hot cells laboratories.

3. AGREED SHARING OF RESPONSIBILITIES

The PIE on fuel rods is generally described in a specific agreement between the laboratory,
EDF and the fuel supplier. This agreement sets down the objective of the examinations and
related share of costs and schedule data. The performance of a monitoring programme
encompasses ten elementary items shared between the above partners according to each one's
field of activity:

> Task 1: The manufacturingfile
The fuel vendor must provide a document describing the related fuel rods manufacturing
data.

> Task 2: Additional characterisation
When partners find it necessary the fuel supplier will give additional information.

> Task 3: The irradiation file.
EDF has to provide data about the fuel power history of the rods to be examined.

> Task 4: To provide a storage and transfer cask
The partners must provide such a structure. It can be necessary for the vendor to
manufacture a new one. Specific fabrication can be required.

>• Task 5: FA and rods on site PIE (nuclear power plant fuel pond)
These examinations may be useful to select the rods to be extracted. For a given
irradiation several vendors can carry out this examination.
EDF will publish the synthesis of the results for the attention of the others.

> Task 6: Fuel rods extraction
The fuel supplier will extract the selected fuel rods (cf. 2). The accurate number of rods
needed for the downstream hot cell programme will be extracted. The concern is to limit
the source term of the laboratory.

> Task 7: Fuel rods transfer
Within the NPP, the transfer cask is loaded, transferred by road and unloaded at the
laboratory. EDF works out the data needed by the sender, the carrier and the consignee in
terms of fissile material balance, residual activity and heat of the load.

>• Task 8: Hot cell examinations

The CEA has the responsibility of carrying out hot cell non destructive and destructive
testing. They forward their results to the two other partners as they obtain these results.
The results are then collected in a specific report by the CEA and sent to the partners.
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> Task 9: Conclusion report
The agreement assesses the respective contributions of the partners to this task. Generally
speaking a partner is responsible for publishing of the papers concerning his part.
> Task 10: Waste management

The CEA is responsible for managing, packaging, and storing or reprocessing the resulting
nuclear waste. These actions require an agreement of the partners determining there is no
further use for the material.
To be allowed to any further experiment, the CEA needs EDF agreement, as the latter
retains ownership of the material along the whole fuel cycle.

3.1. Irradiation file, burnup evaluation

According to tasks 3 and 6, EDF owes an irradiation file to their partners. EDF publishes a
paper called fuel power history. These papers will collect all the information on the irradiation
of the fuel rods to be tested in hot cells and the FA they come from. Such papers are
published at each cycle of the irradiation programme when fuel rods to be tested in hot cells
are extracted. Beyond giving the official fuel rod average burnup, these papers group together
the main manufacturing and characterisation values from tasks 1 and 2.

A quick comparison of the various burnup values as a function of their method of acquisition
will be given later on. The average burnup, leading to local values along a fuel rod remains a
fundamental parameter for any R&D development.

3.2. Hot cell experimentation description

The following encompasses the most complete programme currently carried out on fuel rods:

3.2.1. Fuel rods hot cell testing

This experimentation divides into two main families:

• Non Destructive Examination (NDE), the fuel rods remain intact,
• Destructive examination, needing working out on the material eliminating any return to

integrity.

Non Destructive Examinations

> Accurate visual examination of the fuel rod

This examination consists in a video recording and photographing the noticeable areas such
as metallurgical defects, welding failures, peeling hints, wear areas...

> Continuous diameter profile along the rod

It is required to measure the diameter creep of the cladding and possibly to characterise,

assess and measure wear scars 1 on the cladding.

> Search of cladding defects using Eddy Current technique

> Fuel rod radiography

1 Wear scar or fretting.
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This examination will be carried out to obtain the lengths of the rod, the fissile stack, the
vacuum and the spring, it will also give the number of fuel pellets composing the fissile
stack.

> Fuel rod diameters measurements (several diameters along the rod)

> Oxide thickness measurement along the whole length

> Axial gamma activity. The aim is:

• To obtain an axial relative curve of burnup (BU). To obtain the effective BU values
along the rods, the official value of 2.1 will be allocated as the average value to this
curve,

• To know the distribution of fission products axially.

Destructive testing

> Fuel rod hold spring length

> Puncturing of the rod, to measure inner pressure and free volume of the fuel rod fission
gases contents and calculation of the released fraction

> Analysis of the gases allowing to know the contents of the free gaseous part and the
fraction of fission gases released from the pellets

3.2.2. Pellet examinations

> Axial and radial cuttings ceramographies, allowing estimation of space between pellet and
cladding

> Density measurement

>• Porosity measurement

> Chemical analysis

> Radio chemical analysis

> Microprobe analysis with the aim of estimating fission products distribution.

3.2.3. Cladding examinations

> Microprobe or MEB examinations, fractographies. The aim is to point out the damaging
mechanisms of the cladding

> Mechanical testing (tensile, uniaxial and biaxial creep...)

> Metallographic examination (oxide thickness, local hydriding)

> Hydrogen contents analysis

3.2.4. Other F/A components examinations

Guide tubes, mixing grids and control rods are the items to be considered

> Visual

> Dimensional
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> Metallography

> Mechanical testing.

4. COOPERATIVE WORK TO IMPROVE HOT CELL EXAMINATIONS

Since 1994, EDF, Framatome and CEA signed four R&D collaboration agreements. They tend
to install in hot cell new measurements methods proven in non active environment. These
agreements led essentially to the development of the following techniques:

> Quantitative gamma spectrometry,

> EC oxide thickness measurements,

> Internal pressure destructive evaluation,

> Use of nuclear microprobe,

> Irradiated samples pressurising,

> To improve geometric measurements on mechanical testing samples,

> Internal pressure non destructive evaluation.

These items will be reviewed later in this paper.

4.1. Quantitative gamma spectrometry, fuel rod burnup evaluation

Quantitative gamma spectrometry on an irradiated fuel rod makes it possible to obtain the
value of the local burnup with an equivalent accuracy to that obtained by dissolving a pellet
and looking for the neodym contents.

For this purpose the rod is scanned axially in front of the measurement device holder
according to joint spectra equalling the width of the collimator slot, along the whole length of
the fissile stack. Two methods are used to obtain the burnup: the standard method and the
simplified one.

The standard method is the more accurate but it is more complicated to operate; it consists in:

• A local measurement of gamma emission along the fuel rod,
• Calibration of the measuring channel allowing the obtaining of fission product

concentration in the examined region using Eu source,
• Calculation of fission nuclei production using an appropriate calculation code. Such a

code uses in a relative way the rod power history and the neutronic characteristics of the
fuel.

• An adjustment of calculation versus measurement is carried out by fitting in an absolute
way the fuel power history in order to make converge calculation and main fission
products measurements. Among fission products 137Cs will be usefully used, given its half
life of 30 years it will be the best integrator for burnup. It will be significant not to have
operated at a power higher than nominal conditions: cesium migrates easily out of hot
points.

• Such an adjusted calculation provides the value of the burnup for every measured area.
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The simplified method consists in comparing measurements, carried out using the same
collimating conditions and an identical setting up of the electronic acquisition equipment:
both the standard rodlet (the burnup of which is known) and the rod with an unknown burnup
will be measured. A simplified formula, using fuel characteristics as well as the irradiation
history in the PWR makes it possible to obtain directly the burnup. Four standard rodlets were
shared between four EDF and CEA high activity laboratories. It was shown that this
simplified method only deteriorates the result by a few % versus the standard measurement.

4.2. Oxide thickness measurement using Eddy Current (EC)

This measurement is carried out using an EC probe. Two significant improvements were
brought about during the recent years: qualifying a standard easing the measurement along the
rod and studying of a more open measurement device (FAST EDDY) enabling the knowledge
of calibration characteristics and accelerating the measurement.

Up to now, the thickness measurement standard is made from a zirconium tube with MYLAR
pads fixed on it. The thickness of the insulator was certified by the manufacturer. Such a
calibration standard allowed only punctual measurements because of the risk of pulling out
the MYLAR film. FRAMATOME manufactured three new types of calibration standards:
they are made from a coating of plasma vaporised aluminium on rectified Zy-4 tubes. These
standards are used on the measurement device MEGAFOX. The measurements which have
been carried out for two years show no evolution of the calibration standard under irradiation.
They indicate that the aluminium pads remain sufficiently homogeneous in order to guarantee
the correct calibration along the standard rodlet.

The FAST EDDDY was already used for integrity checking, it allows also thickness
measurement. Operating frequency can be chosen between 10 Hz and 5 MHz. The
information provided is impedance variation between measurement probe and a standard one.
The probe is a FISHER one with diamond head. When comparing the measure performed
with this new device minor uncertainties of about 2 \xm are noticed. This method offers the
following advantages:

• Shorter time of measurement, reading through an analogical card is immediate, a factor 4
bonus might be reached versus the current,

• Axial calibration along the standard, similar to the measurement along the fuel rod, precise
knowledge of the calibration curve,

• The same apparatus can be used for integrity control of the cladding and oxide thickness
measurement.

4.3. Destructive measurement of the internal pressure

Fission Gas Release (FGR) from the fuel matrix during irradiation and gathering of these
gases in the upper plenum of the rod results in increasing the internal pressure of the fuel rods.
This factor reduces the possibility of using fuel at high burnups. In order to assess this
physical parameter, CEA developed an accurate device for puncturing the cladding and
installed it in a hot cell. Internal pressure and free volume of the rod can be obtained by using
this tool. The device, updated in 1998, consists in a double pressure reduction into calibrated
volumes, enabling not to use a Toepler pump.
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The accuracy related to free volume is about 3%. The device allows the sampling of the gases
into glass tubes for further analysis. Fission gas analysis is then carried out in a dedicated
laboratory next to the hot cell. It allows to assess various gases contents with a better than 1%
accuracy:
• Stable isotope of Xe and Kr by using chromatography in gaseous phase coupled with mass

spectrometer, the device was recently installed in a glove box,
• 85Kr by gamma spectrometry using a Ge(HP) high efficiency detector.

4.4. Nuclear microprobe utilisation

4.4.1. Principle

The fundamental principle of the two microprobes (electronic and nuclear) is the same: a
particle beam is focused on the sample and the rays emitted in return are analysed. The
electronic microprobe is able to send an electron beam, with an energy of 30 keV which can
only reach 1 urn under the surface of the sample. The nuclear microprobe, on the other hand,
emits protons reaching an energy of 3.8 MeV. The beam can penetrate 10 um under the
surface. The particularity of this analyser is that it can be used in three different ways.

4.4.2. Applications

The nuclear microprobe of the Pierre Sue Laboratory, located on the Nuclear Center of Saclay
is operational since 1993. It can perform highly sensitive analyses based on the use of atomic
and nuclear reactions induced by light charged particles (proton, deuteron, helium-3 or
helium-4) in the energy range of 0.3 to 3.8 MeV. It provides a efficient means to determine
the isotopes of the light elements (H to Si) by using nuclear reactions. Simultaneously, heavier
elements (Na to U) are measured by X-ray emission with an accuracy of few wt ppm.

With a beam size resolution of (1x3 um2), it is also used for non-destructive recording of
concentration profiles. It can also map the microscopic distribution of the elements within the
regions of interest. Volume analysis can be performed by nuclear resonant reactions. The
beam is analysed by a magnetic dipole giving two beam lines. The line at 90° is used for multi
purpose studies on non radioactive samples for Material Science (oxidation processes under
constraints, impurities in grain boundaries...) and Earth Science (analysis of melt and fluid
inclusions in minerals or meteorites). The second beam line, at 45°, is devoted to radioactive
sample studies.

Radioactive samples are embedded, cut and polished in the EPMA preparation line of Saclay
hot laboratories, and sent to Pierre Sue building. The beam line for radioactive samples of this
laboratory includes a reception cell, a transfer cell and the shielded hot cell for examination.

The primary goal of the radioactive beam line was the measurement of lithium concentration
in the zirconia layer. Lithium was identified by the 7Li(p,a)4He nuclear reaction (Nuclear
Reaction Analysis technique NRA). The a emitted particles are detected by a "telescope"
consisting of two solid state silicon detectors in order to identify the nuclear reaction products
of interest from the elastic scattering on zirconium and oxygen contained in the sample as well
as the a particles emitted by the activation products of a residue of fuel fixed on the analysed
piece of cladding. The first results show the ability to detect very low concentration, down to
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25 wt ppm, with the nuclear reactions method for very active samples. The results are
comparable to those obtained on a shielded SIMS in PSI.

The second goal was the determination of the hydrogen distribution across Zry cladding
thickness, by using Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis technique (ERDA). In this case elastic
scattering result in the ejection of light nuclei, like protons, when a specimen containing
hydrogen, is bombarded by heavier ions. Using a glancing incidence angle the light nuclei can
reach the specimen surface and lose energy along their trajectories in the material. A 3 MeV
helium beam, 5 x 20 urn2, was used. For a cladding thickness of 550 um, the scans were
achieved in the radial direction of the cross section plane. For the geometry used and the
energy of the helium beam, the number of sampled zirconium atoms in the recoil process is
known. The concentration of protons in zirconium, normalized to the ratio of atomic weights,
was obtained in ppm for each spot in the scan. Some specimens from PWR fuel cladding
were examined and are in good agreement with destructive LECO data.

The third objective is to use the nuclear microprobe in PIXE mode in order to identify the
fission gases trapped in irradiated pellets and located at a depth greater than 1 \xm. Tests have
shown that it was not easier to detect Xenon than when using the electronic microprobe. The
difficulty stems from the fact that the X Ray emitted by Xenon does not have energy enough
to leave the 10 jam thickness. Next efforts will be made on Krypton that seems more
detectable.

4.5. Fabrication of rodlets for further irradiation (FABRICE process)

The reconditioning of irradiated PWR irradiated fuel rods is necessary to obtain rodlets of
about 50 cm long. They are needed to carry out analytical experiments in research reactors.
The rodlet obtained using the reconditioning process called FABRICE comprises the original
cladding and fuel (UO2 or MOX) sampled at the appropriate level. It is then repressurised with
Helium to reproduce the conditions of a fuel rod at the end of its irradiation in a PWR reactor.
These analytical programmes cover the whole range of current R&D on fuel such as:

• Reaching higher burnups (fission Gas Release - FGR and Pellet Cladding Interaction -
PCI concerns),

• Specific behaviour of MOX fuel,
• Power ramps,
• Accident conditions testing (LOCA and RIA).

The FABRICE process was completed in CEA Saclay toward the end of the seventies and
recently transferred to CEA Cadarache. In a practical way, it consists of the following steps:

- Cutting and facing the lower end
Fuel pellet extraction to empty 10 mm at the bottom

- Insertion of insulating pellet and plug
Lower plug welding
Cutting and facing the upper end
Fuel pellet extraction at the upper end to empty 40 mm at the top

- Insertion of insulation pellet, spring and upper plug
Upper plug welding
Pressurisation (up to 35 bar at present, 50 bar in development) and seal welding.
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After reconditioning the following non destructive examinations are carried out: visual, Xray
testing of the welds, metrology, Eddy currents to assess cladding thickness and status) and
gamma spectrometry. The device enables the reconditioning of about 10 rodlets per year. It is
foreseen to install a second device in a different cell in order to increase the production
capacity.

4.6. Samples pressurisation and laser metrology

In the framework of studying creep of irradiated cladding, irradiated tubular samples, fuel
free, are repressurised up to 200 bars under Helium pressure. Such samples allow to assess
creep of the cladding according to successive decreasing of load as a function of test time,
temperature and previous irradiation (see G.M. Decroix presentation a the same meeting). In
order to measure the metrologies of the outer diameter of the samples before and after testing
a new Laser device was installed in a high activity cell in CEA Saclay.

• A Z-Mike type scanner enabling to obtain global uncertainties better than ±5 nm and to be
able to repeat the measurement work in a satisfactory way,

• An holder allowing a linear translation of 260 mm,
• A motorised rotative mandrel allowing measurements at accurate angles (e. g. 30°) and to

check possible ovalization.

The whole device is controlled by a computer, allowing definite and programmable
positioning. The device holder is multipurpose and can be used to assess deflection (studying
relaxation properties under irradiation of current or Zirconium alloys under three points
flexion. Such alloys being are or will be used for thimble tubes [irradiation REFLET] or tube
profiles for inner parts of the PWR shell.

The device has been set up in active conditions since 2000, after adapting and nuclearising a
common device. The wall thickness measurement of the samples is now carried out using a
new mechanical bench. It uses an LVDT transducer and the accuracy obtained is ±10 jam
versus ±40 um formerly by calculating the difference between external and internal diameters.

5. CONCLUSION

On site and hot cell examinations answer to the needs of R and D programmes or specific
examinations programmes, they enable:

> To comply with safety authority requirements related to the behaviour of a given product.

> They help validating and modelling fuel behaviour at high burnups : in this objective new
cladding alloys have been developed.

Some methods presented above are already used, others are under development. There is a
permanent trend to transfer some hot cell examinations towards on site examination. Another
trend is to validate in high activity conditions methods already proven in cold conditions.
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